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Abstract. Starting-up of photovoltaic (PV) inverters involves pre-charging of the input dc bus capacitance.

Ideally, direct pre-charging of this capacitance from the PV modules is possible as the PV modules are current

limited. Practically, the parasitic elements of the system such as the PV module capacitance, effective wire

inductance and resistance determine the start-up transient. The start-up transient is also affected by the contactor

connecting the PV modules to the inverter input dc bus. In this work, the start-up current and voltages are

measured experimentally for different parallel and series connections of the PV modules. These measurements

are used to estimate the stray elements, namely the PV module capacitance, effective inductance and resistance.

The estimation is based on a linear small-signal model of the start-up conditions. The effect of different

connections of the PV modules and the effect of varying irradiation on the scaling of the values of the stray

elements are quantified. The System model is further refined by inclusion of connecting cable capacitance and

contactor resistance. Dynamics of the resulting fifth-order model are seen to be consistent with those of the

simplified third-order model. The analysis of this paper can be used to estimate the expected peak inrush current

in PV inverters. It can also be used to arrive at a detailed modelling of PV modules to evaluate the transient

behaviour.

Keywords. Photovoltaic module; dynamic model; solar cell capacitance; cable impedance; irradiation-

dependence.

1. Introduction

Photovoltaic (PV) cell capacitance measurement has drawn

attention of researchers in recent times owing to the

importance of dynamically modelling a PV panel when it

interacts with switching converters. Capacitance affects the

maximum power point tracking of PV panels [1]. It also

causes the flow of inrush current, when a power converter

connected to PV is turned on. If the inrush current is large,

it can damage the devices of the converter and components

such as safety fuses. To prevent the flow of large inrush

current, many pre-charge techniques are discussed in lit-

erature [2]. The PV panel parasitic capacitance decides the

amount of leakage current to ground and therefore may

impact the safety of operating professionals [3]. PV

capacitance can be theoretically estimated using p–n junc-

tion parameters such as doping [4]. Parasitic capacitance to

ground can be analytically estimated using the fringe

capacitor model [3]. Many methods of experimental eval-

uation of PV panel’s capacitance are reported in literature,

such as impedance spectroscopy [4–7], voltage ramp

method [8–10] and transient response measurement [1].

Impedance spectroscopy involves superposition of an ac

small signal over a dc bias voltage. The frequency of the ac

signal is varied from a few hertz to hundred kHz and the

impedance is measured. Often PV impedance measurement

experiments reported in literature are performed in dark,

with voltage applied externally [4–7]. This, however, does

not reflect the true picture because junction condition is not

the same for an irradiated PV panel as compared with a

dark panel with voltage applied. Many papers report mea-

surement of capacitance using a reverse dc bias across the

solar cell. This again will not give the capacitance of an

operating solar cell, as capacitance depends on voltage and

a solar cell normally operates under zero bias. As capaci-

tance varies with illumination, voltage and type of solar

cell, for a specific application, under given light and bias

conditions, it is best determined experimentally. In [1], an

external capacitor is connected across a PV panel. The

transient current waveform is used to estimate L and C

values. However, the first current peak is truncated and the

second and third current peak’s magnitude and time are

used to calculate the parameters. The resultant values of

inductance and capacitance parameters, as reported in [6]
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to be 0:05 lF/cm2 capacitance for polycrystalline panels,

are inconsistent with practical values.

In the present work, the PV module impedance is eval-

uated from the perspective of evaluating the pre-charge

current that can occur in a PV array when an inverter dc bus

is connected. For this, the experimentally obtained current

response is analysed as a simplified second-order model.

This model is compared to a small-signal model of the

actual non-linear PV circuit. The values of parameters

estimated are seen to be in agreement with practical values,

as reported in literature for polycrystalline PV panels [6].

Also, the variation of PV module capacitance with voltage

and irradiation is quantified for the present system. Scaling

up of capacitance with different series and parallel con-

nections of PV modules to form arrays is studied, along

with the effect of cable impedance. The cable impedance

model is further improved by incorporating the effect of

cable capacitance in an equivalent P model. Study of this

equivalent impedance is crucial to determine the terminal

voltage and inrush current, as faced by a power electronic

converter, connected to the PV system.

This paper is divided into six sections. The system model

consisting of the modules, cable and inverter is discussed in

section 2. In section 3, experimental results are discussed.

Limitations of extending the PV modules analysis to a

generic PV array are discussed in section 4. Section 5

discusses the improved model with equivalent P repre-

sentation of the connecting cable. Section 6 concludes the

paper.

2. System model

Consider the circuit shown in figure 1. It shows the

dynamic equivalent circuit of a PV module array, con-

nected through a cable having a resistance, Rc, and induc-

tance, Lc, to a converter having a dc bus capacitance, Cinv.

In the PV array model, Ig represents the light-induced

current in the PV module, and Io represents the diode dark

saturation current and m is the diode ideality factor. Rsh and

Rs are, respectively the shunt and series resistance, mod-

elling the loss of power within the solar cells of the array.

Capacitance C models the combined effect of the cell

junction and diffusion capacitance, as well as the parasitic

capacitance of positive and negative terminals of the PV

module to the ground.

Combined series resistance is represented by

R ¼ Rs þ Rc, and series inductance is represented by

L ¼ Lc. The KCL and KVL equations for the circuit shown

in figure 1 are

iL ¼ Ig � Ioðe
vc

mnsVT � 1Þ � vc

Rsh

� C
dvc

dt
; ð1Þ

vc ¼ iLR þ L
diL

dt
þ vcinv

; ð2Þ

iL ¼ Cinv

dvcinv

dt
: ð3Þ

2.1 Small-signal model

Let �x ¼ ½vc; iL; vcinv
�0. Then these equations can be rewritten

in the form _�x ¼ f ð�xÞ as follows:

dvc

dt
¼ � iL

C
� vc

CRsh

� Ioe
vc

mnsVT

C
þ Ig þ Io

C
; ð4Þ

diL

dt
¼ �R

L
iL þ

vc

L
� vcinv

L
; ð5Þ

dvcinv

dt
¼ iL

Cinv

: ð6Þ

This can further be linearised into the form _�x ¼ A�x for a

linear time invariant system. It can be seen that due to the

presence of a diode, Eq. (4) is non-linear. As the dc bus

capacitance Cinv is large, its voltage takes time to build up.

The circuit emulates a short-circuit condition on the PV

panel, and this time interval can be considered as a quasi-

equilibrium, which is perturbed by LC oscillations. If a

small-signal analysis is performed to analyse this pertur-

bation, the evaluated partial derivatives, written in the

matrix form (7), result in a linear system about the equi-

librium condition:

D _�x ¼

� 1

CRsh

� Ioe
vc

mnsVT

CmnsVT

� 1

C
0

1

L

�R

L
� 1

L

0
1

Cinv

0

2
66666664

3
77777775
� D�x: ð7Þ

Another way of arriving at the linear system is by consid-

ering only the loops consisting of the linear RLC elements

in figure 1, which result in oscillatory circuit response, as

shown in figure 2. Writing KVL and KCL equations for this

circuit, and rearranging into a state space form, one can

obtain

Cinv

iL Lc

C

Rs

RshIg

Io m

PV array Cable Inverter

DC
busRc

inv
vc vcvpv

ipv

S

Figure 1. PV array dynamic model, connected to the dc bus of an

inverter, via a connecting cable.
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_�x ¼

� 1

CRsh

� 1

C
0

1

L

�R

L
� 1

L

0
1

Cinv

0

2
6666664

3
7777775
� �x: ð8Þ

The difference between (8) and (7) is the (1,1) term in RHS

matrix. If this term is negligible for the obtained parameter

values, the simplified model from figure 2 can be used to

represent the non-linear model from figure 1.

2.2 Simplified second-order model

To analyse the response of the circuit shown in figure 2, it is

analysed in Laplace domain. It must be noted that the pres-

ence of Rsh makes the circuit in figure 2 a third order system.

As the value of Rsh is large, it can be ignored, and the circuit

can be further simplified to a second-order system.

Initially the PV terminals are assumed to be open-cir-

cuited, and external capacitor is assumed to be uncharged.

Therefore, initial conditions for both inductor current and

external capacitor voltage remain zero, i.e. iLð0Þ ¼ 0 A,

vcinv
¼ 0 V. However the PV panel capacitor is charged to

the open-circuit voltage initially, vc ¼ Voc. Inductor current

can be written as follows:

ILðsÞ ¼
Voc=L

s2 þ sðR=LÞ þ 1
LCs

ð9Þ

where Cs is the series equivalent capacitance, given by the

relation

1

Cs

¼ 1

C
þ 1

Cinv

: ð10Þ

The time domain solution of (9) can be obtained as

iLðtÞ ¼
Vc

xdL
e�fxnt sinðxdtÞ; ð11Þ

where

xn ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LCs

p ; ð12Þ

f ¼ R

2xnL
; ð13Þ

xd ¼ xn

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� f2

q
: ð14Þ

Let the first current peak occur at time t1 and the second

peak occur at time t2. Since the angle difference between

the two consecutive sinusoidal peaks is taken as 2p, xn in

terms of ss ¼ t2 � t1 can be written as (15). From mea-

surements, ss is known and xn can be evaluated; Eq. (12)

provides a relationship constraint between L and Cs.

xn ¼ 2p

ss

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� f2

p : ð15Þ

2.3 Inductance calculation

At time t ¼ 0, the current flowing through inductor L is

zero and voltage across capacitor C is equal to the open-

circuit voltage. As the initial voltage across external

capacitor Cinv and resistor R is equal to zero, total voltage

vc comes across the inductor; this can be used to determine

L as follows:

L
diL

dt

����
t¼0

¼ vc

����
t¼0

: ð16Þ

Thus, if the initial slope is known along with initial PV

capacitor voltage, then L can be computed.

2.4 Resistance calculation

Once the oscillation in the transient response has died down

and the current has become constant, the voltage drop

across the inductor becomes zero, while the voltage across

the external capacitor is still negligible; thus all the voltage

is dropped across the resistor, which can be evaluated as

follows:

R ¼ vC

iL

����
sF

ð17Þ

where sF corresponds to a time when the oscillations have

died down. Voltage build-up on Cinv can be written as

vcinv
ffi Isc � t

Cinv

ð18Þ

if sF � Voc�Cinv

Isc
then it can be approximated that vcinv

ffi 0. If

the voltage measurements are made at the cable connection

point, marked as vpv in figure 1, then the measured resis-

tance in (17) would correspond to Rc and not R.

C
v

iL
Cinv

LR

c vcinv

Rsh

Figure 2. Simplified circuit showing only linear passive compo-

nents including three energy storing elements.
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2.5 Capacitance calculation

From (12) to (15), capacitance can be evaluated as follows:

Cs ¼
1

L

��
2p
ss

�2 þ �
R
2L

�2� :
ð19Þ

In (19), R, L and ss are substituted to obtain the equiv-

alent capacitance value of the series R–L–C circuit. For a

linear series R–L–C circuit, the frequency of oscillations

should remain fixed as shown in figure 3. However, in

the case of PV inrush current, with the change in ter-

minal voltage, from open circuit to short circuit, PV

capacitance changes, resulting in unequal time intervals

between the first two peaks as compared with the sub-

sequent peaks, as discussed in section 3.5. Since external

capacitor Cinv is known, from Cs, PV capacitance C can

be obtained as

C ¼ CsCinv

Cinv � Cs

: ð20Þ

2.5a Scaling up: If this capacitance C obtained is for a

single panel, then it can be scaled up for a PV panel array

consisting of several series and parallel connected panels.

The method used to find equivalent capacitance is similar to

finding the equivalent series and parallel resistances of PV

array [11]. If there are Ns panels in series forming one

string and Np such strings in parallel, Ceq is given by the

relation

Ceq ¼ Np

Ns

C: ð21Þ

Here it is assumed that all the PV panels are identical and

therefore have equal capacitance. For an array of PV pan-

els, the capacitance C should be replaced by Ceq in all these

derived expressions.

3. Experimental results and discussion

3.1 System under study

The system under study comprises 14 polycrystalline PV

panels, each rated at 300 W, 40 V. These panels can be

connected in different series and parallel combinations. In

this paper, five configurations are considered, as follows:

I – single panel, II – two panels in series, III – seven par-

allel panels, IV – seven parallel panels in series with seven

parallel panels and V – fourteen parallel panels.The array

capacitance is measured by the current response of the

circuit when an external capacitor is connected. The con-

nection is made using a mechanical switch shown as

MCB [12] in figure 4. It must be noted that the response is

different when a solid-state switch is used. In a practical

scenario a mechanical switch makes and breaks the contact,

and therefore is analysed in the present study.

3.1a Single PV panel: For a single 300 W polycrystalline

PV panel, measurements are shown in figure 5a and b. The

complete response is provided together, with figure 5a

captured in ls time scale and figure 5b captured in ms time

scale. In figure 5, the measurements are taken at PV array

terminals as indicated by the roof bus bar in figure 4. Based

on the discussion in section 2 and using the experimental

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5
x 10–4

0

1

2

3
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5

6

Time (s)

In
du

ct
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nt

 i L
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)

Figure 3. Simulated current waveform for a linear series R �
L � C circuit, showing equal time intervals between subsequent

peaks.

PV PV PV PV PV PV PV

PVPVPVPVPVVP VP

Cinv

MCB

Laboratory bus bar

Roof bus bar

40 m
cable

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Figure 4. Single-line diagram of the installed PV system,

consisting of 14 � 300 W polycrystalline PV panels, connected

via cables and bus bar to a 33 mF capacitor through a circuit

breaker.
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result shown in figure 5a, the resistance is computed to be 4

X from the dc portion of the curve. Inductance value can be

evaluated from the initial slope of the current curve as

shown in figure 5a. Its value is calculated to be 86 lH. By
noting the time periods between successive peaks, it can be

observed that damped frequency of the system changes. For

a linear system, as the damped frequency is a function of R,

L and C, it should remain fixed. However, in this case it

changes. This is due to the change in PV module capaci-

tance with voltage [6]. Due to charging of external capac-

itance, PV panel voltage changes from open-circuit voltage

to zero, at the instant of closing of switch S in figure 1, as

shown in figure 5b. This causes a corresponding change in

panel capacitance. It can be further observed from figure 5a

that the time difference between the first two peaks is

significantly higher than that of successive peaks, for which

it is almost constant. Thus, a major change in capacitance

occurs only initially, when voltage changes significantly.

For this case, capacitance comes out to be 104 nF from first

two peaks and 60 nF from second and third peak time

difference. It remains almost the same for successive peaks.

It should be noted that R2

4L
term is much smaller as compared

with 4p2L
s2s

, and capacitance can be directly approximated as

C ¼ s2s
4p2L

in (19). Also, it must be noted that PV panel

capacitance is in nF range, which is much smaller than the

33 mF external capacitor Cinv; therefore the series combi-

nation of these two is almost equal to PV capacitance, i.e.

Cs ffi C.

3.2 Validation of the simplified second-order

model

As mentioned in section 2.1, to validate the values of the

estimated parameters: R, L and C, the model needs to be

validated. The difference between the R–L–C series model

and the small-signal model of the overall non-linear solar

cell model, is the (1,1) term of the RHS matrix in (7) and

(8). As mentioned in section 2.2, Rsh is also ignored to

simplify the system to a second-order system; therefore, for

validation, the effect of Rsh will also be included in the (1,1)

term. Evaluating this term using the parameters evaluated

for the experimental system, by substituting C = 104 nF, Io

= 0.36 lA [13], m ¼ 1:3 [13], Rsh = 340 X, ns = 72 [14]

and VT = 26 mV, the difference term comes out to be

� 1

CRsh

� Ioe
vc

mnsVT

CmnsVT

¼ �28:3� 103 � 1:42e
vc
2:43: ð22Þ

Assuming that voltage drop across PV array series resis-

tance is negligible, PV capacitance voltage would be

approximately equal to the PV array terminal voltage.

Substituting vc ¼ 15 V from figure 5a and writing the

complete equation for _vc from (7) and (22) gives

_vc ¼ ð�28:3� 103 � 1:7� 103ÞDvc þ 9:6� 106DiL:

ð23Þ

From (23) it can be seen that the influence of DiL term is

much more significant, as compared with the Dvc term, for

practical start-up conditions of inverter pre-charge. It can

be noted that vc falls to zero during the pre-charge duration.

It is seen that the difference between the small-signal model

and the simplified second-order model is insignificant for

small values of vc. It can be observed from figure 5a to be

true because when the capacitor voltage rises to a signifi-

cant value, the oscillations subside. Thus the simplified

second-order model can be used to estimate the parameters

of the PV module as suggested in section 2.

3.2a Other PV array configurations: Experimental

response for various configuration of PV modules were

recorded such as two panels connected in series, seven panels

connected in parallel and seven parallel in series with seven

parallel panels. Current and voltage response for the seven

parallel panels case is shown in figure 6. Resulting cable

resistance and inductance values along with panel capaci-

tance values are tabulated in table 1. It can be observed that

Figure 5. Measured PV array terminal voltage (Channel-A) and

current (Channel-D) of a PV panel when connected to a capacitor

(a) in ls time scale and (b) in ms time scale, for a single 300 W PV

panel.
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series connection doubles the inductance and resistance, and

halves the capacitance value, and vice-versa for parallel

connection.However the scaling is not exact; this is due to the

effect of cable inductance and capacitance, which connect

PV panels to the bus bars, where the measurements are taken.

3.3 Effect of cable inductance on scaling

Cable inductance, from roof bus bar to laboratory bus bar, as

indicated in figure 4, was measured to be 16 lH by an LCR

meter. Subtracting this value from the overall inductance

value, as reported in table 1, the roof top panel inductance

can be calculated. For single panel case it comes out to be

70 lH from table 1. For the second case, series connection is

done in the laboratory; therefore subtracting 2� 16 lH from

201, 169 lH is obtained. This is seen to be more than double

the value for the single panel owing to the mutual coupling

between the cables running from roof to laboratory. For the

seven-parallel case, subtracting 16 lH, 29 lH is obtained,

which is more than 70=7 ¼ 10 lH; this is due to mutual

coupling among connecting cables on the roof as shown in

figure 4. For seven parallel-panels in series with seven par-

allel panels case, inductance is slightly more than double of

the seven-parallel case inductance This again is due to the

mutual coupling effect, which ismissing in the seven-parallel

case, as only one set of cable is energised.

3.4 Quantifying the error

To quantify the error, per-panel capacitance value is

derived from array capacitance values as mentioned in

table 1. From these per-panel values, a constant capacitance

value is derived based on least-square error from all

capacitance values. Taking the constant value as k and the

individual per-panel capacitance values from cases men-

tioned in table 1 as C1, C2 etc., error function P can be

formulated as a sum of square of errors:

P ¼ ðk � C1Þ2 þ ðk � C2Þ2 þ ðk � C3Þ2 þ ðk � C4Þ2:
ð24Þ

Minimising this error function results in k being the mean

of all capacitance values, given by

k ¼ C1 þ C2 þ C3 þ C4

4
¼ 68 nF: ð25Þ

Deviation from this value, gives the error, which is quantified

in table 2. It can be noted that configuration III is a clear

outlier and therefore is not considered. Average capacitance

value k now comes out to be 61.1 nF. Recalculated errors are

reported in table 3. It shows the error to be within 4%.

3.5 Variation in capacitance with voltage

The capacitance reported in table 1 is the settled capaci-

tance calculated from second current peak and beyond.

Figure 6. Measured terminal voltage (Channel-A) and current

(Channel-D) of a PV panel when connected to a capacitor (a) in ls
time scale and (b) in ms time scale, for seven 300 W PV panels

connected in parallel

Table 1. Measured resistance, inductance and capacitance values

for different PV array configurations.

Array R (X) L (lH) Ceq (nF)

I 4 86 60

II 7 201 30

III 0.6 45 600

IV 1 94.6 222

Table 2. Deviation of per-panel capacitance from mean value for

different PV array configurations.

Array Ceq (nF) C=panel (nF) Error from k (%)

I 60 60 -10.8

II 30 60 -10.8

III 600 85.7 27.3

IV 222 63.4 5.8
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However, as mentioned in section 3.1, initial capacitance

value is higher as noted from the higher time period

between the first two peaks as compared with the subse-

quent peak time intervals. This is due to the change in PV

panel voltage from open-circuit value to zero, which is

defined as DV . To see the variation in capacitance as a

function of voltage, for different PV array configurations,

table 4 is presented. It can be observed from table 4 that

capacitance variation with voltage is in the range of 1.1–2.2

nF/V per panel. The ratio DC
DV

is positive, implying that

capacitance increases with voltage. This is in agreement

with the reported literature [6].

3.6 Variation in capacitance with irradiation

Short-circuit current of a solar cell is an indicative of its

irradiation [15]. For the same PV array configuration,

capacitance is measured under different light conditions,

as indicated by the short-circuit current. The difference

in the short-circuit current for these two different light

conditions is defined as DIsc. The values are tabulated in

table 5, where case V represents 14 PV panels connected

in parallel. It can be observed from table 5 that the

change in capacitance as a function of irradiation is close

to 0:03 lF/A; however, exact variation is a function of

irradiation value. This sensitivity of capacitance with

irradiation is considered in F/A as the short-circuit cur-

rent level is proportional to the irradiation level [15].

The PV panel capacitance is higher at higher irradiation

conditions.

3.7 Effect of capacitance on inrush current

The effect of equivalent array capacitance on inrush current

can be seen by evaluating the ratio of the peak inrush

current Imax to the short-circuit current Isc value. These

variables are marked in figure 6a and their ratio is called as

the normalised inrush current. The variation of ratio for

different capacitances corresponding to different PV array

configurations is shown in table 6. It can be seen that for

higher capacitance value, ratio of peak to steady current is

lower. Capacitance value is higher for the parallel panel

case, where short-circuit current is also higher. Therefore

even though the ratio of the peak to the steady current is

lower, the absolute value of the peak inrush current is much

higher in the parallel connection of PV modules. This

observation can be further extended to the irradiation

variation of capacitance, wherein it is seen that due to the

increase in irradiation, capacitance increases, reducing the

peak to steady current ratio. But due to the increase in the

short-circuit current, due to the irradiation increase, the

absolute value of the peak current is even higher.

4. Limitations in measurements

Practical aspects of the PV array installation cause limita-

tions in the impedance estimation. Voltage and current

waveforms are measured at roof bus bar terminal as shown

in figure 4. Due to this, the capacitance calculated not only

reflects the PV panel capacitance but also includes the

effect of cable capacitance. As cable impedance varies for

different series and parallel panel connections, direct scal-

ings in inductance and capacitance values were not

observed as the cable lengths from the roof top bus bar to

individual panels vary. These cables have lengths varying

from 2 to 6 m. Therefore these results cannot be

Table 3. Deviation of per-panel capacitance from mean value for

different PV array configurations, without the outlier.

Array Ceq (nF) C=panel (nF) Error from k (%)

I 60 60 -1.8

II 30 60 -1.8

IV 222 63.4 3.8

Table 4. Change in array capacitance Ceq with voltage V for

different PV array configurations.

Array Ceqinitial
(nF) Ceqfinal

(nF) DVc (V) DC
DV

(nF/V)

I 104 60 39 1.1

II 67 30 77.3 1.9

III 1200 600 38 2.2

IV 700 220 75 1.8

Table 5. Change in array capacitance Ceq with irradiation G for

different PV array configurations.

Array CeqlowG
(lF) CeqhighG

(lF) DIsc (A)
DCeq

DIsc
(lF/A)

III 1.2 1.6 22.8–8.1 0.027

IV 0.7 1.3 29.2–8.4 0.028

V 1.9 2.6 61–40 0.033

Table 6. Effect of array capacitance on normalised inrush

current.

Array Ceqinitial
(nF) Imax

Isc

I 104 3.4

II 67 3.5

III 1200 2.8

IV 700 2.6
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extrapolated in general; however, the presented method can

be used for calculating effective R, L and C values for any

system.

5. Refined cable model

In the analysis presented earlier, the connecting cable was

modelled by a series impedance of resistance and induc-

tance, similar to a short transmission line, and the cable

capacitance was ignored. However, for a frequency range

of tens of kHz, the 40 m cable considered can be more

accurately modelled using long transmission line equivalent

P circuit [16]. The impedance parameters for this model

are evaluated in the appendix. The overall equivalent cir-

cuit is presented in figure 7. Due to two additional capac-

itances, order of the system becomes five. It must be noted

that the contactor resistance is modelled as Rcr in figure 7.

Writing KCL and KVL equations for the circuit shown in

figure 7 gives

iL ¼ C0

2

dvc0

dt
þ iinv; ð26Þ

vpv ¼ vc0 þ iLR0 þ L0 diL

dt
; ð27Þ

ipv ¼
C0

2

dvpv

dt
þ iL; ð28Þ

vc ¼ ipvRs þ vpv; ð29Þ

ipv ¼ Ig � Io exp
vc

mnsVt

� �
� 1

� �
� vc

Rsh

� C
dvc

dt
; ð30Þ

iinv ¼ Cinv

dvinv

dt
; ð31Þ

vc0 ¼ iinvRcr þ vinv: ð32Þ

Similar to the discussion presented in section 2 on small

signal model, the present system can be represented with

the states of the system as x vector given by �x ¼
½vc vpv iL vc0 vinv�0 and D _�x ¼ A�x where A is evaluated

from (26) to (32) as

A ¼

� 1

CRsh

� 1

CRs

� Ioe
vc

mnsVT

CmnsVT

1

CRs

0 0 0

2

C0Rs
� 2

C0Rs

� 2

C0 0 0

0
1

L0 �R0

L0 � 1

L0 0

0 0
2

C0 � 2

C0Rcr

2

C0Rcr

0 0 0
2

CinvRcr

� 2

CinvRcr

2
66666666666666664

3
77777777777777775

:

ð33Þ

Substituting the values as obtained from the previous

analysis and equivalent P parameters as reported in the

appendix, the eigenvalues of the system can be evaluated.

The eigenvalues e5 of the matrix (33) are evaluated after

removing the non-linearity due to diode, as discussed

before in section 2.1:

e5 ¼

1:12� 108\180�

0:13� 108\180�

3:82� 105\95:7�

3:82� 105\� 95:7�

0:09� 100\180�

2
6666664

3
7777775
: ð34Þ

The eigenvalues, e3, for the third-order system represented

by (8), come out as follows:

e3 ¼
4:52� 105\95:8�

4:52� 105\� 95:8�

0:09� 100\180�

2
64

3
75: ð35Þ

The first two eigenvalues of e5 correspond to the small

capacitance of the cable; therefore, the large eigenvalues

reflect their small time constants. Other three eigenvalues

are close for e5 and e3, which validates that the simplified

model as discussed in this paper is reasonably accurate as

compared with the more elaborate equivalent P model.

Here eigenvalues are compared, because the eigenvalues of

A matrix of a state space model determine the roots of the

characteristic equation and therefore eigenvalues of the

system determine the dynamics of the system.

5.1 Variation of system dynamics with cable

length and contactor resistance

Figure 8 shows the locus of the poles of the system with

respect to the cable length variation in figure 8a and with

respect to the contactor resistance in figure 8b. The eigen-

values are compared for the third-order system marked by

blue ‘?’ and for the fifth-order system marked by red ‘o’.

5.1a Effect of cable length: As the length of the cable is

varied, impedance of the cable changes, which further

C'/2 C'/2 Cinv

iL L'

C

Rs

RshIg

Io m

PV array Cable Inverter

DC
busR'

inv
vc vc' vcvpv

ipv Rcr iinv

Figure 7. PV array dynamic model, connected to the dc bus of an

inverter, via a connecting cable, including contactor resistance.
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affects the system dynamics. To capture this, the eigen-

values of the system are plotted against the cable length,

which is varied from 1 to 100 m. The results are shown in

figure 8a. Only three eigenvalues are compared for the

fifth-order system, as the other two eigenvalues were seen

to occur at very high frequencies in the left half of s-plane.

In figure 8a, the present case of 40 m cable length is

highlighted with green colour, for both systems. For very

low cable length, shown here as 1 m and highlighted with

black colour, eigenvalues coincide for third and fifth-order

systems. Arrows on the figure mark the direction of

increasing cable length from 1 to 100 m, indicating

reduction in eigenfrequencies with increasing cable length.

From figure 8a, it can be inferred that the damping for both

third-order system and the fifth-order system is the same;

however, the natural frequency for fifth-order system has a

higher variation with cable length as compared with the

third-order system. Also the eigenvalue near origin, for

both systems, does not change substantially with length.

5.1b Effect of contactor resistance: It can be seen from

figure 8b that as the contactor resistance increases, damp-

ing increases for both third-order and fifth-order systems.

Again, only three eigenvalues are compared for the fifth-

order system. In figure 8b the present case of 3 X contactor

resistance is highlighted with green colour, for both sys-

tems. For very low contactor resistance, shown here as

0.1 X, eigenvalues are highlighted with black colour.

Arrows on the figure mark the direction of increasing

contactor resistance from 0.1 to 10 X, indicating increased

damping with increasing contactor resistance.

6. Conclusion

Capacitance of a solar cell is important for dynamic mod-

elling of a PV array. The capacitance is estimated based on

experimental measurements. An external capacitor is con-

nected across the terminals of a PV array. This produces a

second-order response, the validity of which is checked

using a small-signal model. From the second-order

response, cable resistance, inductance and PV array

capacitance have been calculated. It has been observed that

resistance, inductance and capacitance values scale up and

down, depending upon the series and parallel combination

of PV panels. However, due to the effect of connecting

cable impedance, exact scaling is not observed. PV

capacitance is seen to change with irradiation at the rate of

30 nF/A, where short circuit current of the PV array is used

to indicate the irradiation level. Effect of voltage variation

is also seen on the capacitance of PV array, which varies

from 1.1 to 2.2 nF/V, depending on the voltage level and

array configuration. Due to high open-circuit voltage,

capacitance is seen to be higher initially and it is this

capacitance value that determines the peak value of the

inrush current. The analysis and parameter measurements

have been carried out on a variety of PV array configura-

tions and the results are observed to be consistent. The

effect of connecting cable capacitance is included to further

refine the analysis and is seen to give consistent results with

the simplified model.

This analysis can be further extended to derive the ana-

lytical expressions of inrush current and PV terminal volt-

age, when the PV system is connected to a power electronic

inverter.
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Figure 8. Plot of eigenfrequencies shown for the simplified third-

order model and for the fifth-order, refined-cable-based model: (a)
impact of cable length (1–100 m) on the system eigenfrequencies

and (b) impact of contactor resistance (0.1–10 X) on the system

eigenfrequencies.
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Appendix

A long transmission line can be represented by its equiva-

lent P network as shown in figure 9 [16]. In this model the

equivalent impedance and admittance are given by Z 0 and
Y 0, respectively:

Z 0 ¼ Z sinhðclÞ
cl

ð36Þ

Y 0 ¼
Y tanh

� cl
2

�
cl
2

ð37Þ

where Y ¼ y � l and Z ¼ z � l, the length of the cable is

given by l, z represents the impedance per unit length and y

is the admittance per unit length of the cable. The propa-

gation constant is given by c ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
y � z

p
. For the 16mm2,

1100 V PVC cable used, impedance of the cable, per unit

length, is given in its datasheet as follows:

r ¼ 1:15mX=m; ð38Þ

l ¼ 0:116mX=m@50Hz; ð39Þ

c ¼ 0:97 nF=m: ð40Þ

Frequency of interest in the present analysis is in tens of

kHz. For a single-panel case, ringing at 50 kHz is observed.

Evaluating c at this frequency, c ¼ 0:24j is obtained. Sub-

stituting these values in (36) and (37) for a 40 m cable,

Z 0 ¼ 0:990Z ¼ 0:046þ 4:6j; ð41Þ

Y 0 ¼ 1:005Y ¼ 12:26j: ð42Þ

However, this value of cable impedance is valid for 50 Hz.

For evaluating the actual cable impedance at high frequen-

cies, a network analyser is used. The network analyser gives

the impedance of the cable at different frequencies. From the

impedance versus frequency data, the equivalent P

parameters of the cable, namely R0, L0 andC0, are curve-fitted
using the Levenberg–Marquardt Algorithm [17, 18]:

R0 ¼ 60:7mX; ð43Þ

L0 ¼ 16:7 lH; ð44Þ

C0 ¼ 50:9 nH: ð45Þ

The afore-mentioned value of inductance is further ver-

ified using an LCR meter.
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